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1 - Terry

Age:18
Hair (colour, length, style):long black hair tied back in a ponytail

Eyes:sapphire blue
Personality:stupid however can be serious when he needs to be
Clothes:white shirt, black jacket with a white fur collar and black

trousers
Home town:unknown, Terry was orphaned so he doesnt know

Pokémon team1:
Arcanine
Sceptile

Typhlosion later replaced by Diablos (rampardos)
Pidgeot

Zuzel (buizel/floatzel)
Pitie (chatot) later replaced by torterra

pokemon team2:
Arcanine

Zuzel (floatzel)
Staraptor
Gardevoir
Minccino
Sceptile

Battle style: uses to moves to make the later more powerful eg. Arcanine
Extreme speed+flare blitz
Main Pokémon:Arcanine

other:
Terry is a young pokemon trainer who is extermly friendly and caring.
He gets a thrill from battling. When Terry battles he turns serious and

concerntrates.
In his journies through Unova, Terry becomes Legion's apprentice and is

training to become the best he can be











2 - Legion Artimus Wolfgang Sliverstone

Name:Legion Artimus Wolfgang Sliverstone
Age:28

Hair (colour, length, style):long black with a unique white frindge
Eyes:amber

Personality:quite, kind hearted. says things regardless of others
feelings, confident and dedicated

Clothes:black coat with a red pattern on the front with gray flames on the
arms. dark gray trousers and the same flame pattern on them. long white

cape
Home town: the country side in Hooen near slatport

Pokémon team1:
Harmos (unique coloured dragonite)

Timaius (salamence)
Flygon (used to defeat Lucarios)

Tyranitar (which is more violent and aggressive then normal)
Feraligatr
Aggron

Pokemon team2:
Harmos (dragonite)

Tyraniter
Flygon

Volcarona
Braviary
Lucario

Pokémon battle style: (the following applies to flygon) to start with he
uses dragon claw to close the distance between them. then strikes twice.

starting with a slow left sweeping claw and a vicous right hand strike.
flamethrower for long distance. he taught flygon physchic so he can

stop aura sphere and send it back
Main Pokémon: Harmos



Info:
Legion is the Legndary Pokemon trainer. He has never lost a single

battle in his life and continues to grow strong, its said he has defeated
legendary pokemon as part of his training, he raises his pokemon both

spiritual and phyisicly unlocking the true power of his pokemon and
turning them into the ultimate team.

Legion has a goal to create a team of the greatest pokemon trainers who
ever lived, by taking some trainers under his wing he brings raise to the

Ultimate 7.







3 - Tyson Shade

Name: Tyson Shade
Age: 25

Eyes: right eye is sliver/ left eye is dark brown
Hair: brown, long at the back with a short frinde above his left eye

Clothes: dark grey trench coat with white flame patters on the arms. on
the back is the symbol of two scythes crossing over. black turtle neck

shirt under the coat, black trousers with same withe flames as coat and
dark black boots.

Personality: crule, confident and harsh
Home town: N/A

Pokemon:
Berseker (A savage lucario with black aura)

Cerebrus (houndoom)
Tornitrus (manectric)

Mightyena
Blade (shiny absol)

Staraptor
Pokemon (team 2):

Weavile
Absol

Gengar
Honcrow
Zoaroark

Houndoom
info: Tyson is an extermly savage and talented pokemon trainer. He

trains he pokemon purly to become powerhouses. he has made Legion
his sworn rival and intends to eventually surrpass him. He is sometimes

known as the Savage Reaper.
although his heartless and crule ways. he still cares about his pokemon

and rarely shows kindness.



During his Unova journey, he settles his differences with Legion and
becomes one of the Ultimate 7





4 - Alicia Sliverstone

Name: Alicia Flora Sliverstone
Age: 17
Hair: simalair to legions
Eyes: Sky Blue
Personality: cheerful, hyper and friendly
Clothes: black turtle neck shirt, white scarf, short black skirt, long tights and grey boots
Hometown: Same as legions oviously
Pokemon:
Ninetails
Swellow
Lopunny
Kirlia



5 - Diago Tsuki

Name:Diago Tsuki
Age: 23

Eyes: Steel blue
Hair: Ash grey with a fringe that runs down the side of his face and a short ponytail

Clothes: black formal suit
Personality: a gentleman, very kind and also a ladies man (think Brock only not creepy)

Hometown: Petalburg
Pokemon:

Altaria
Empoleon
Rapidash

Luxray
Persian

Gardevoir
Info: Diago is well mannered and gentlmenly pokemon trainer.
He has a obession with women but he calls it apperiacation.

he is a really tough trainer using combos of items and attacks.



6 - The ultimate 7

The ultimate are 6 trianers hand picked by legion, after being taught his
training method he assigns them their number which determines their

rank.
The Ultimate 7 is still in the making, here are the current members.

Terry
Tyson
Legion
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